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Wage transparency and effort comparison in a context of heterogeneous workers ∗ Aurélie Bonein† November 4, 2013



Abstract This paper experimentally investigates the effect of the observability of a coworker’s effort on wages and efforts decisions in a context of wage transparency and heterogeneous abilities. I find a larger within-firm wage difference when the efforts the more able worker exerts are observable. The knowledge of a co-worker’s effort has a positive impact on the reciprocity of the workers who act first (peer effects), while it has a detrimental effect on that expressed by workers who act subsequently (responsibility effect). Regardless of their ability, workers exert efforts that are positively related to those supplied by their co-workers. This strategic complementarity of efforts is partially explained by inequity aversion. Overall, the observation of a co-worker’s effort has a beneficial effect on reciprocity.



Keywords: Gift-exchange game, Heterogeneous ability, Social preferences JEL Classification: C70, C91, D03, J24, J31, J82
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